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Travel is the inspiration for the AGL Spring/Summer 2019 Collection.
The Giusti sisters offer creations that seem suspended in an endless journey throughout time and 
space, in a time where distances become shorter and fashion is universally shared.
Travel is an integral part of the contemporary woman’s life, she is always with a suitcase ready to go 
and a need to bring along unique footwear, ideal for all the seasons and perfect for any occasion.
Travel is also an escape for imagination, fed by fantasy and memories.
Sara, Vera and Marianna create their personal postcards, designing unique, evocative pieces, 
inspired by visited, or desired destinations. The color palette veers from soft desert sunset warm 
and neutral shades to exotic places bright tones and finally to international metropolises lights and 
contrasts.
Skyscrapers and large architectural works evoke elegant, abstract designs, like the maxi sole model 
with layers of cork, leather and natural rubber in fluorescent color, or linear, conceptual designs 
like the geometrical shaped ankle boot, wrapping the foot like a glove, a distinctive mark of AGL 
footwear.
Travel also occurs between times periods and cultures like gladiator sandals reinvented with 
a feminine contemporary style and military boots made graceful by maxi bows and transparent 
details. 
A journey that begins in AGL workshops, where traditional Italian manufacturing techniques and 
technological progress meet in shaping high-quality footwear. A brand DNA representative 
Collection, possessing lightness and delicate femininity, respecting the family archives and AGL 
handmade strong tradition, offering iconic pieces.
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The Giusti Sisters, owners and managers of AGL, always design and create their collections together: Sara, Vera and Marianna are the third
generation at the head of the family brand founded in 1958, leading the traditional heritage to a new contemporary route, enhancing 100% Made
in Italy manufacture through their feminine sensitivity.

Available in the best multi-brand boutiques.  
Shop online www.agl.com


